
 
 
 
I love my running and I put my passion down to growing up in the South African sunshine 
and being able to put on my running shoes, head down to the beach and run into the 
lengthening shadows as the evening temperatures began to cool the heat of the day.  I am 
not sure that I would be so keen if I had been told to don my running spikes and attempt to 
run cross country up to my knees in mud with the wind lashing into my face as I battled 
through to secure honour for myself and my school. Hats thrown off high into the air 
therefore for the pupils, staff and parents who made it to Kent College on the day the 
heavens more than opened.  Whilst the torrential rain kept many of the assembled 
spectators locked inside the warm and dry surrounds of their cars, the competitors took to 
the course which soon became a mud slide.  Smiles for the cameras were more than 
resigned grimaces and hopes that the finish line would soon present itself around the next 
corner.  I am pleased to say that the Hazelwood teams showed grit, determination and a 
sense of humour to a) take part b) to complete the course and c) to finish way up the leader 
board.  Congratulations to the U9 boys who clinched a first place team finish with some 
impressive individual performances (including another race win for Woody J).  They 
all returned safely to school having been wrung out and drip dried during the bus 
home.  Apologies to the tea-time mini bus service staff and pupils who more than likely 
boarded the buses to find the seats slightly damp!   Well done for retaining your sense of 
humour and can-do attitude under very difficult conditions. 

  

 

There was swagger of a different kind on Wednesday morning when I had the pleasure of 
visiting the HNEY site for Mrs Sanger's Oak Reception Assembly.  The class took us on a 
journey of everything they have learned over their jam-packed spring term; with a few 
surprises thrown in for good measure!  With baseball caps turned 180 degrees on heads, air 
guitar poses at the ready, the children launched into a rap about doubles, showing off their 
prowess not only for maths but also for manual dexterity!  The children shared their future 
career ambitions with by far the most popular being a gardener so that they could work 
outside in the fresh air.  It’s good to see that the outdoor learning spaces on the HNEY site 
are already having an impact!  Sadly, even Mrs Sanger’s obvious delight at how well the 
children performed, and her clear passion for teaching, did not prevail when the end-of-
assembly showpiece rocket chose to take a sideways rather than upward trajectory.  
Nevertheless, the assembly was out-of-this-world. Well done everyone!    



I am delighted to share the news that further scholarships have been awarded to Hazelwood 
pupils in Senior School entry assessments.  We are now up to a handsome total of 26 
scholarships including most recently sports and drama scholarships to Hurstpierpoint and 
Shrewsbury Schools respectively.  The school has also commissioned a Sports Honours 
Board which went up this week in the lobby of the Willow Building.  Designed to pay tribute 
and acknowledge our national and regional champions, we are hoping that if the quality, and 
quantity of the sporting achievements at Hazelwood continue in the manner in which 
they have over recent years, that we will soon be placing that call for a second Board!  Well 
done to everyone whose names appear on the Board already!   may it spur others on to 
great heights, lengths and depths!  

 

  

 

The U9 rugby team were firing on all cylinders last week as they fought off tough opposition 
to clinch the Surrey Cup in quite an emphatic manner.  The competition attracts the very 
best teams in Surrey and the boys brushed them aside as they showed not only focus, skill, 
strength and stamina but also a generosity of support and an impassioned team 
spirit.  Overall the Hazelwood teams did incredibly well.  Across the U9,10 and 11 teams, 
there were 12 victories, 1 draw and only one defeat. 42 tries were scored and only 10 
conceded.  Mr Fotheringham was asked what our secret was to which he replied with a wry 
smile and a nonchalant wink of the eye.  The school is most definitely becoming a sporting 
force to be reckoned with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As promised in an earlier Nutshell, I am now in a position to bring you news of the 
recruitment and interview process for our new management positions which has now 
finished. I am delighted to announce the following appointments.  Mrs Charlotte MacDougall, 
our current Head of English, has accepted the position of Director of Teaching and 
Learning.  Mr Tom Lloyd, currently Year 6 Form Tutor, ICT, Games & Maths teacher, that of 

 

 

 



Head of Organisation, and Mr Chris Cripps, Head of Pastoral Care.  Chris joins us from 
Handcross Park School, where he is currently Head of Upper School.  All three are excited 
to be taking up their new positions in September and I am sure you will join me in 
congratulating them and welcoming Mr Cripps to Hazelwood, in due course.   
 

And finally, I would like to wish the members of the Chapel Choir who are travelling to 
Prague on Thursday all the very best in the Young Bohemia International Music competition. 
The children have been working hard over the past few weeks to perfect their performance.  
I couldn’t have asked for any more focus and enthusiasm.  I hope that they, and the parents 
traveling to support them, will enjoy their performance and participation in the Festival. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gold Award Congratulations go to Joseph B, Flo B, Henry BH and Molly G all of Year 3 
who have raced to clocking up their 300 house points.  Mrs Louw is preparing herself for 
a trip to Pizza Express to celebrate.  The children have all been working so hard and 
deserve their success. 

 

 

 
The children of Fledglings 1 have enjoyed decorating Comic Relief cakes this week.  They 
too have taken part in Science Week looking at how things grow. Fingers are crossed that 
their cress seeds will soon burst into life and create further excitement in the room.  
 

 

Year 5 returned to school this week after a fabulous residential trip away last week. They 
worked well together, behaved well and were remarkably quick to fall asleep at the end of 
each exhausting day. Thanks to the staff who accompanied them and made their week 
so enjoyable. 



News from The Nursery & Early Years 

This week the children at HNEY have entered the world of Science and focused on 
‘Growing’. There has been planting of seeds and looking at how animals and insects grow 
over time. The nature area has been a hive of activity this week. Some hard working 
ladybirds from Skylarks did their best to sweep and rake up the strewn leaves on 
Wednesday after the high winds on Tuesday. The weather does not deter the children at the 
Early Years site from anything, the driving rain on Tuesday only made the Forest school 
session more fun, and the hot chocolate at the end even sweeter! 
 
Continue to read for what is quite a comprehensive round up, accompanied by some 
fabulous pictures from all of the rooms. 

This week the children in Fledglings 1 have enjoyed planting, we have grown our own cress 
and other herbs. We have also been exploring soil play and finding different giant insects 
hidden from view. The children have also enjoyed dancing along to music and the younger 
children have been practising their walking. The children have also enjoyed watching the 
trees and bunting blowing in the wind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This week in Lower Robins, the children have thoroughly enjoyed looking at growing. They 
have planted seeds and peas and have checked each day to see if they have started to 
sprout out of the soil. At the beginning of the year, each child was measured to see how tall 
they were, this week we have checked to see how much we they have grown. This started 
conversation about we need to stay healthy and to grow. The children have also enjoyed 
exploring the climbing equipment and jumping in the giant puddles after all of the rain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

We have been 
exploring growth this 
week in Fledglings 2. 
We have planted black 
beans and cress. We 
have made sunflowers 
for the wall and began 
to make our family tree 
with parents bringing in 
pictures of the children 
as babies and all of 
their family. The 
children have used 
tapes to measure each 
other and have 
pretended to be seeds 
growing in the hall.  
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The children in the Upper Robins' room have incorporated Science Week into their Hungry 
Caterpillar topic. Each individual child has planted a sunflower seed and learnt how to look 
after it properly over the coming weeks. We have also conducted an experiment by placing 
white flowers into a variety of different coloured water bottles to observe whether the petals 
change colour over time. Added to this, we have created beautiful, symmetrical butterflies 
and independently painted the fruits featured in the Hungry Caterpillar story to enhance our 
display board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 

 

 

  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using Science Week as our inspiration, Skylarks have been exploring the concept 
of GROWING this week. Everyone has had a go at growing their own cress, and we have all 
discussed what plants need to grow. Not only have we been looking at plant growth, but we 
have also been back to the nature area to continue to look at our frogspawn - although there 
seem to be few changes yet! Some of us have been paying particular attention to the 
weather this week, and we spoke about storm Gareth and what makes a storm (e.g. wind, 
thunder, lightning, rain). Tuesday's Forest school group (newly named "the badgers") got 
caught in the rain, but we didn't mind as it meant we could jump in muddy puddles, and use 
this opportunity to talk about how we can make 'tall' or short' splashes, and how more rain 
would make the puddles "deeper".  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

“Who needs a gardener when you 
have the children of Skylarks on 
hand to clear the garden after the 
high winds and rain?” 



The focus for learning in Science Week for Oak was the five senses as well as growing.  The 
children enjoyed playing Kim's Game, trying to remember which objects were removed from 
a tray.  Starting with the primary colours the children enjoyed exploring colour mixing with 
some amazing results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trying to stay very quiet and wearing a blindfold the children used their sense of touch to try 
to guess who their friend was.  Staying quiet and not giggling was difficult! They also felt a 
variety of materials and there were some wonderful descriptions. "It's got spikes on it but 
they don't hurt.  It feels like something from the sea. It's hard and bumpy but the bumps are 
little.  The inside is soft and flat. Is it a seashell?" 
 
The children also used their sense of smell.  There were some interesting guesses, but 
almost all the children guessed when the mystery item was chocolate! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cress was also planted.  The children are eagerly waiting for it to grow!  Some cress seeds 
were placed in a dark cupboard as well as in a light area where they will be provided with 
water. The children have all made predictions based on their knowledge of plants and 
growth.  
 
On Thursday, Miss Sanger’s class displayed their acting abilities when they performed their 
class assembly to an audience. Their hard work paid off as they wowed the audience with a 
rap all about doubles, counting to 100 whilst exercising and their lovely clear voices when 

 
 

 

“Who am I?” 

  

 



telling everyone what they wanted to be when they are older. Peanut, the dog, came for a 
surprise and mush-welcomed visit afterwards as a special reward!  
 

  

Polite reminder 
Please can all parents ensure that any items of clothing that are brought into nursery 
are clearly labelled. This week many items have been found and not named, which 
makes it difficult for them to be returned to their rightful owner. 
 
In addition to this, please can you check that all uniform/clothes that come home 
belong to you. There are some children whose named uniform is still missing, please 
return any items ASAP. 

For more information on the Early Years Foundation Stage, please visit 
www.foundationyears.org.uk  

News from Hazelwood 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Years 1 and 2 Cake Sale Monday 25th March 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our intrepid and thoroughly 
committed Y4 litter pickers – 
who have so far raised £140 for 
the WWF through their 
obsession with tidiness, are 
looking to push their fund-
raising total even higher with a 
cake sale.  Cakes will cost 50p 
with all money going to the 
WWF.  Children will be allowed 
a maximum of two cakes.  
Gluten free will be provided for. 

 

http://www.foundationyears.org.uk/


County Cup Champions!  
The under 9 rugby team were on a roll heading into the Surrey Festival. They had recently 
turned over Cumnor House and New Beacon before their outstanding victory at the 
Holmewood House Tournament. 
 
The Surrey Festival was a step up again. This time they boys were being asked to play 
against the best schools in the county. The boys certainly stepped up. A strong 4-1 victory 
over Willington set us on our way. Cumnor House were next up. We had beaten them at 
Hazelwood a couple of weeks ago in a tight 5-4 game. The boys were fully aware that they 
needed to be on their A game. What followed was a physical onslaught which Cumnor 
simply weren’t ready for. Dibbe E and George W set the defensive tone early with two 
monstrous tackles. George took the first runner back a full 15 metres before Dibbe got in on 
the act and did the same with the 2nd. Cumnor in a few seconds had found themselves 
moved from the half way line to their own try line. With the defence in place Oscar R and 
Alex L set the tone for the attack. Consistently quick hands (following our 2 pass rule) meant 
that the speed men Woody J, George W, Harrison C and Jens C were able to get the ball in 
space. Henry d was also instrumental in ensuring we kept the ball going forward and sucking 
in defenders. The game eventually finished 6-2 to Hazelwood. It would have been easy to be 
complacent after such a result but the Boys took on King’s House with the same ferocity to 
run out 7-1 winners. Unfortunately, a nasty clash meant that Alex L took no further part in the 
festival. He has made a speedy recovery and took part in the Kent College cross country a 
few days later. 
 

   
 

  
 
So with our group games completed we now went into our final match against the winners of 
another group. Unfortunately for us, this meant a wait of over an hour in the cold and wind. 
The boys kept themselves, and the parents, amused with a sing along in the changing 
rooms. A great fun for the boys and perhaps a little intimidating for the opposition. Finally, we 



took to the field against Danes Hill who had come through all their group fixtures unbeaten. 
Due to result elsewhere, the winner of this fixture would be the only undefeated team in the 
competition and could have the honour of being Surrey Festival winners. The game was 
tough from the outset, both teams matched each other in attack with some excellent running. 
The game however was won on defence. One example was a great cover tackle by Woody J 
who bundled the likely try scorer into touch a few metres from our line. Quick hands by our 
new first receiver Jens C and a lovely Guscott style (for you true rugby fans) arching run by 
James D split the defence in half. Further strong runs from Harrison C and George W 
resulted in a 5-2 final score and another great day for the hardworking, determined Under 9 
boys.  
 
It has been a truly enjoyable season with a squad who have worked for one another and 
learned from their mistakes.  Thank you.      Mr Reay   
   

Surrey U10 Junior Schools Rugby 

Spending the week climbing, jumping, swimming, skiing, teambuilding and probably not 
sleeping, didn’t deter a group of Year 5 boys from travelling to Wimbledon for an early 
starting rugby Tournament on Saturday. 

Old foe and new friends, we had a tough opening encounter with the excellent Shrewsbury 
House. A great early score and tenacious defence almost saw our first win over these boys 
but they moved the ball brilliantly to score a fine try in the corner almost at the death. What a 
game to start. 

A physical Lanesborough side up next, we moved the ball well into space and defended with 
our customary passion and excellent tackle technique. A 3-1 win. 

Dulwich and Willington new opposition for us proved equally tough but we stuck to the game 
plan, aggressive defensive and moving the ball to width saw us win both game 1-0. 

Cranmore up for our final game saw another close contest, our defense was simply 
outstanding, resulting in a fantastic 1-0 win. 

Our attacking game is improving every week, moving the ball intelligently, running with 
power and pace. Everything is underpinned by a fantastic togetherness and desire to 
perform to the highest standard possible. A tough ask after an exciting but tiring week away. 

4 wins 1 draw conceding only 2 tries scoring 7 is a fine return from yet another well run, 
exciting, tough tournament.        Mr Fotheringham 

 

Sam W, Hugo DH, Liam M, Fraser AL, William S, William G, Alex B, Leo B, Jack K 

 

SuperStan Takes to the Rugby Field: U11 Surrey Cup  

With the stage lights still glowing, along with a hint of mascara the Year 6 boys somehow 
found their own formula 44 to channel their Super Stan powers for an early start at KCS 
Wimbledon on Saturday. 

The boys quite literally had a ‘super’ start to their tournament with an emphatic 6-0 victory 
over Kings House. A 2-1 victory over Thomas’ of Clapham followed soon after before a nail 
biting match against Northcote Lodge.  Having being comfortably beaten in our last 
encounter, the boys lost out to a try in the last play of the game.  An impressive 
performance, irrespective of the result, and one that was backed up with a comfortable 2-0 
victory over Downsend. 
 
The boys finished runners up in their group and faced Cranmore in their final game. With a 
sudden change in weather, the winds picked up, taking jackets and bags across the pitches.  



This, however, could not distract the boys’ focus and stage fright was of no concern.  A very 
controlled and measured performance saw the boys cruise to a 3-0 victory. 
 
Overall, it was an impressive display from the boys, particularly given their recent 
performance on a stage of a different kind wearing a very different type boots!   Mr Lloyd 
 
 
Oxted Hockey Club’s U8s on a roll 
 

 
 
Congratulations to the whole of the OHC’s U8 squad, but particularly to those members of 
the Hazelwood School community who represent the Club so well. They are turning into 
quite the goal machine with Freddy S, Imogen G and Joseph N finding the back of the net 
last weekend.  This time it was a tournament in Epsom which witnessed the three 6 a-side 
teams doing what they are fast becoming famous for.  Before then it was a tournament at 
Woldingham in which the young sportsmen and women secured victories in most of their 
matches.  As a result of their skill and team spirit, they have been invited to represent Oxted 
in a tournament soon to be hosted in East Grinstead.  Well done everyone!    
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Big Bath Sleep Out 

The Sleep- Out was a huge success, over 300 people turned 
up to take part and the rain stayed away. My family and I set 
up in the corner of the park with cardboard as our base and 
sleeping bags on top, it was a cold night but we were very 
lucky to stay dry and get a couple of hours sleep.  The Sleep-
Out not only raised great awareness of homelessness but has 
raised a significant amount of money that will be used to 
support individuals in this situation.  A huge thank you for your 
support and donations. I had aimed to raise £300 and have 
raised £560, so I am VERY pleased! 
 

Miss Kavanagh 

 
 

Nutshell on a mini-break 
Due to the International Music Festival next week, the Nutshell will be on a mini break for a 
week.  Normal service will be resumed for the final week’s issue of the spring term. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Our numbers are growing…. 

Thank you to everyone who has tracked us down on their social media platform of 
choice.  It’s good to be able to finally share news and pictures with you as events 
happen.  Please share with friends, family and past pupils of Hazelwood who I am sure 
will love to keep abreast of how their old school is developing.   

 

 

Well done to the very many Hazelwood 
children who took part in Woldingham’s March 
Hare run last weekend.  A fine effort and 
another first place for Woody. Congratulations! 



  



 

 

The 'Childs' shirts are white with a Hero Bear picture on the front for our Mini Tri 
competitors.  All competitors registered before 14th April will have their names printed on the 
back of the shirt and will have their shirts on Race Day.  Shirts can be ordered 
from  https://www.stuweb.co.uk/events/2019/04/27/3514/  and cost £12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Don't forget to 
order your 2019 
Hazelwood 
Triathlon T-shirts. 
Army Green this 
year for Youth’s 
and Unisex Adults, 
as modelled by 
Alex P. Hazelwood 
Pink for the Ladies’ 
fit. 
 

 

 

With just over 5 weeks to go 
until the HeroBear Triathlon, 
now is the perfect time to get 
your registration form in so that 
you leave yourself plenty of 
time to train and get ready.  
This year’s organisation has 
taken into account the feedback 
received following the 2016 
staging of the event.  We will 
retain all the fun and worthwhile 
nature of the event whilst 
making it run even more 
smoothly and with maximum 
participation. The adult relay 
event is a new introduction so 
please do not worry if swimming 
or running aren’t your thing.  
You can enter with friends or 
colleagues and be part of the 
community occasion. 
 
  

 

https://www.stuweb.co.uk/events/2019/04/27/3514/


  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
The children in Chestnut enjoy some reading time with their buddies from Year 5 



 

 
 
  

The Harry Potter After School Club 
has taken a leaf out of HP’s own 
Spells & Charms book to come up 
with their own chants and 
exhortations.  Untried and untested, 
there’s enough here to make your 
toes curl! 

Bene Serveteur – tidying spell 
PeRDERE – DESTROY (NOT HUMANS) 
TRANSFERendum- translate 
Cantabo chorus – sing and dance 
Foetidus and plantas-  makes something smelly 
Novis – reverse  
Bene Servetur ad vadum erroris- tidy for teacher  
Odicus- snaps everything 
Avappratis – evaporates anything  
Reditus- return anything you have evaporated 
Frigus – makes someone tall 
Venum dedit incorpore – puts venom into your body 
Copiosa Spanish – makes you fluent at another language  
Mutaio- change anything you are thinking of 
Uanescere- disintegrate 
Vis ager – force field around things 
Secare- cuts anything 
Subtraxarim- utilum- shrinks things 
Remove ossa – removes bones from the body 
Partum ignis- create fire 
Prohibere Tempus- stops time 
Mutatio – changes appearance   
Capsicum annuum coquam transformation- roast transformation 
Faciunt zomebie apocalpsi- make a zombie apocalypse 
Fac pecunian- make money 
 
Well done to our young magicians Oliver H, Finn L, Leonardo B-G, Hunter K, 

Leonid P and Maurice L.  You have all passed the class with flying colours! 

 
 

 



LIBRARY NEWS: BOOKS IN A JAR 

Thank you to everyone who have completed a jar with their favourite book inside.  There 
have been some great entries and these are all on display in the library.  It is not too late to 
send in more and win house points! Thank you    Mrs Wisniewski 
 
WORLD BOOK DAY WEEK - AUTHOR VISIT STEPHEN DAVIES 
 
On Monday, we welcomed published author Stephen Davies, as part of our World Book Day 
celebrations. Stephen wowed us in assembly with details of his time spent living in Burkina 
Faso, and how his experiences in the Sahara fed into his writing. Toby H assisted Stephen 
by wearing the typical head gear that the African People wear to protect themselves from the 
fierce heat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stephen then led creative writing workshops for Year 6 pupils. Children developed fact-files 
for their own characters, using a series of images to explore the life behind the character and 
create an authentic background story.  Having a professional author working with them, 
pupils were able to question Stephen’s decision-making process and apply some of his tips 
and tricks to their own writing. With the knowledge that ‘something must go wrong’, pupils 
were able to add shape to their characters’ stories and take them on an imaginative journey 
through their experience. Story openings focused on showcasing their character doing 
something kind or inspiring, in order to bring the reader instantly on their side.  
 
A visit to Chestnut provided further inspiration for our younger pupils, and Stephen shared 
the story ‘Don’t Spill the Milk’ and Isla T demonstrated how African people carry things on 
their heads…. and she didn’t spill any milk! 
 
It was a fun day for everyone and Stephen enjoyed spending the time at the school.   
Thank you to the pupils for making him feel so welcome. 
 
Mrs Clark and Mrs Wisniewski 
 
LIBRARY BOOKS! 
  
Please ensure that your child has returned all their library books over the next few weeks. 
They may take books out for the holidays once they have returned their overdue books. 
Overdue books not returned by the end of term will have to be charged on the school bill. 
Holiday books will be stamped in GREEN INK dated 25th April, the first day back of next 

   



term. Please ask the children to take care of the library books whilst they are on holiday and 
to remember to bring them back when we return in April! 
 
JACQUELINE WILSON Creative Writing Competition 
 
To enter all you have to do is to write a story of between 750 and 1000 words and send it to : 
Jacqueline Wilson Creative Writing Prize 2019, Penguin Random House, Children’s 
Publicity,7th Floor, 80 Strand, London, WC2R 0RL or complete the online entry form on this 
website https://www.jacquelinewilson.co.uk/creativewriting/.  Entries must be submitted 
before midday on the 2nd September.  One lucky winner will have their story published in a 
Jacqueline Wilson book. They will also receive a school visit from Jacqueline, a Microsoft 
Surface, £100’s worth of WH Smith vouchers, a year’s subscription to First News, AND a 
book bundle for their school library. 500 runners up will also get their names published in eth 
same Jacqueline Wilson novel! 
 
Have a lovely Easter!        Mrs Wisniewski 
 

Following a workshop with Stephen Davies, Year 6 wrote very short character 
descriptions based on a book written by James Mollison called 'Where Children 
Sleep'.  Each pupil was given a different photograph relating to this book and asked to come 
up with a character and a description about their life, before developing a plot or a story.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The birds chirped and the trees swayed.  
Nothing could get worse for Nacula.  Bachuci, 
the town where Nacula lived, was hopeless 
now.  They had to find more food, and quick! At 
twelve years of age, she was stuck in this unfair 
town in India.  She had always dreamed to see 
the bigger, beautiful country of hers but without 
food, how could she travel?  Recklessly, 
everyone in this terrible town scavenged for 
food, desperately searching. 
 
Well, almost everyone.  Some had money which 
afforded them the luxury to be able to pay for 
food and they were more than just rich! They 
had swimming pools of money and somehow 
they weren’t sharing any of it.  Nacula didn’t 
understand why not.  The rich people thought 
that Nacula and her friends were stupid and that 
they were a waste of money, space and 
resources.  Nacula could see no escape.  She 
was locked in a cage when she was not 
working, and given the odd hour to go outside.  
Sadly, Nacula’s parents were killed in a 
Tsunami some years back that had wiped out 
half of the townspeople; the other half who had 
survived worked for those who had come to 
take land, rebuild and make money out of 
sorrow.  Nacula had nothing left and her 
remaining dream was to attend school.  It was 
never to be.     Daniel Asli 
 

https://www.jacquelinewilson.co.uk/creativewriting/
http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/
http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/


Despite wearing tatty clothes, Taffari had a bright smile on her face.  Her smile concealed 
her sadness.  Every day, for miles and miles she had to walk to collect water for her family.  
Every time Taffari made the trip to the water hole she felt lonely; every day the same.  
Occasionally, she picked up little gifts along the roadside for her family.  Unusual stones, 
wood and refuse discarded by others.  Once home, it will be time to sleep.  Another day 
dawns and she will do the same the next day.      Martha D 

 
 
 

My name is Cho and I am 8 years old.  I live in a small village in the middle of Nepal.  My 
dad died last year because of the cold so it is just my mum, me and my cat called Monty.  It’s 
lonely being just the three of us but we made a great team.  Every day, morning and 
evening, I go out to the mines and dig for coal for the fire because it is freezing during the 
night.  Mum goes out 3 miles every day to fetch water from the river and when Monty goes 
out at night, he might be lucky and catch a mouse or two.  
 

 
 
Monty sleeps by the fire every evening – on the cold, hard and rough floor – while mum 
sleeps in her moth eaten bed.  My room is the biggest because I work the most.  I have a 
bed with a rough quilt but at least it keeps me warm.  I have a shelf keeping all the coal I 
collect and I only have one pair of shoes which are sandals.  The only tool I have to mine 

http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/
http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/


with is a large metal hammer.  I have one dress which my dad gave to me and I wear it most 
days, it is pink and I love it.   
 
Life is hard here in Nepal.  There is little water and food.  When I did for coal, the dust gets 
into my lungs and I struggle to breathe.  Once, I collapsed and my mind was swimming with 
fuzzy things.  I woke up much later, lying in bed, sweat dripping off me.  Oh, I really hate 
living here.  My room is messy and uncomfortable.  If only my dad were here, then life would 
be more complete.          Amy M 
 

My name is Tanya.  I am ten years old, am energetic and positive – even though the world I 
live in isn’t.  I spend my day working, cleaning and doing chores for my family.  Although I 
work hard, my reward is nothing.  I try so hard to be hopeful and wishful but it’s hard when 
no matter what you do, you can’t change the way you live and the environment you live in.  
I life in Africa, in a small village where we all work together in a community.  Together with 
my mother and younger brother, life isn’t easy.  My father left when I was young and I 
haven’t seen him for a long time.  Fetching dirty water, after a four-mile walk is no reward.   

Lucy B 
 

 

 

Hello, I’m Silva and I live in Brazil.  I am 12 years old and live on my own.  My 
parents abandoned me when I was a young boy and I have found a small space, 
on the edge of a favelas, where I can mostly sleep safely.  Friends nearby look 
out for me, but it can be a difficult night if the weather closes in and if there are 
bad people around.  I can’t afford shoes so I have cut, raw feet which bleed.  My 
feet are my survival.  Hunting for rubbish and refuse to sell during the day, 
watching out for my safety at night, it’s not an easy life.  I wish I could be 
anywhere else but here…      6B & Mrs S 
 

http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/
http://jamesmollison.com/books/where-children-sleep/alex-9-rio-de-janeiro-brazil/


Nutshell apologies to the following children whose names were missed off the 
congratulatory message last week.  They too were commended for their Book Mark Designs.  
One un-named winning bookmark has since been identified as the creative genius of Charlie 
C in Y5 who deserves our congratulations. Well done too to Coedy R, Noah S, Arabella SL, 
Alice S, Ethan S, Georgie T, Elise T, James T, Nicola T, Joe V and George W 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 Year 5 go on an adventure together! 



Adventure Time! 
 
On the 5th of March 2019, a local school plunged into an amazing adventure at the 
breathtaking outdoor centre, Bowles. Whilst there, the children would focus on developing 
perseverance, teamwork and to collaborate with different people.   
 
Hazelwood School arrived at Bowles Centre, bubbling with excitement and wonder. 
Adventure was edging closer. As Adam, who was there instructor, showed the high-spirited 
children where the dining hall and dormitories were. An aurora of fun and kindness loomed 
over them all. Not long after, the children began a painfully long search for luggage and bags 
“There’s a lot of luggage spread across two coach holds” said one of the Bus-Drivers. 
Incredibly, all bags were reunited with all their young owners without any hiccups or major 
problems. Five other instructors, who would be taking their trip, introduced themselves. 
Adventure finally had arrived! 
 
After Group C, who were one of the first groups to do rafting, were changed, they were put in 
Buoyancy-Aids and Helmets. Hurriedly sitting down, Izzy, there kind instructor, led them 
through the procedure of the activity. After some quarrelling about groups, the two teams 
were ready to start building. The only materials they could use were rope, planks, cradles 
and oil drums. The race to building the best raft, was on. Both teams had a strong rafts and 
were ready to start. Lilian de B and Ollie N were the first to racers to collect a puzzle - piece 
paddled with all their might, but Lilian was slightly ahead and snatched the first piece and 
sprinted back to her team and Charlie C leaped on and was overtaken by Isla H. 
Unfortunately, Charlie’s team capsized (this was a mammoth set back) Ollie’s team raced 
into the lead and, in the end, won.  
 
This was a great experience for every child  
 
Sprinting to the ski slope, the children were buzzing with excitement. They had to start at 
level 1 but as they were very confident they swiftly went straight to the top. After a while, 
Nigel, who was their instructor put out some poles so the children could challenge their 
speed and skills whilst they were racing. They enjoyed this very much. Here is a quote from 
Grace House ‘Skiing on dry slope was nerve-wracking at first because I didn’t want to fall 
over but now I have improved a lot” 
 
Running to the first challenge of teamwork, the children gathered together to figure out the 
first task. The children worked hard and persevered to work it out. They listened, talked and 
would try each other’s ideas. As they went through to tasks and challenges the children got 
better and better at these skills. 
 
The leap of faith was a breathtaking adventure and everyone reached their personal goal 
and some very brave people went to the very top! Everyone showed great determination and 
climbed to their max. When you jump or fall off the pole the instructor let us do the “Spider-
Man” this is when you go upside down and you hook your legs on the rope attached to your 
harness. When you climb up the telephone pole the hand holds are hard to reach but when 
you get the feeling everything goes much better. “It was beyond amazing” stated Emilia 
House.   
  
Leaving Bowles was hard for everyone.  Year 5 all felt empty. At 3:30 Hazelwood left for 
home, leaving the blissful Bowles behind. Hazelwood left for home because their parents 
were waiting for them in the car park ready to pick up their beloved children. The long 
journey made everyone sleepy and tired. Many people brought Top-trumps or cards. Emilia’s 
favourite quote was “Bowles for life.” 
   



This residential has made the children work together and to collaborate the whole time. Now 
back at school they are more connected as a year group. This residential has made the 
whole year more cooperative.    Jessica, Lilian and Florine 
 
 
 
Running like the wind and the rain! 

 
Two years ago I wrote the following description about the Kent College cross country. 
 
The Kent College cross country event is one of my personal favourites. The ground is 
undulating and of varying firmness. The course has elements of open space and 
some tight bends. It is a proper cross country course.  Each race has between 10 and 
15 schools competing with a total of 60 to 90 runners. 
 
If you take that description, add in the 50mph winds, the freezing temperatures and torrential 
rain, you can start to appreciate just how challenge the event was this year.  
 
As the teams warmed up (or should that be, avoided getting too cold) before their races, we 
talked about embracing the elements. This can be easier said than done but I can safely say 
we gave it our best.  
 
Our Under 9 girls were first onto the 1.5km course. At this stage my usual reports would tell 
you all about how the team finished, which position they came and so on. Unfortunately, the 
rain was so hard and the wind so strong that keep a track of the results was nearly 
impossible. I can tell you that Annabelle N, Bella T, Jessica K, Myla T, Hessie B and Alice S 
(year 3) all performed extremely well. Their scores were enough to secure 4th place for the 
team.  
 

  
 
The Under 11 girls, running 2km, were equally impressive in spirit and effort. Florine R, 
Autumn L, Rosie B, Elisa Y, Emme B and Esme W worked extremely hard in the conditions, 
eventually finishing 6th as a team. In combining the Under 9 and U11 girls scores together 
the team finished 4th overall. They can be very proud of their efforts. 
 
The Under 9 boys came into the race full of confidence following their victory last week at 
Hilden Grange.  Woody continued his fine form by once again taking an early lead and 
holding his nerve to win by another impressive margin. Dibbe E, Alex L, Sam B, George W 



and Hamish L (a late year 3 call up) showed there support with excellent finishes. The team 
scores were close with only 5 point separating 1st – 4th.  
 
4th = Sevenoaks Prep – 47 points 
3rd = St Ronan’s – 45 points 
2nd = Sutton Valence - 43 points 
1st = Hazelwood – 42 points 
 
The boys had done it again, albeit by a single  
point. It really shows just how important it is to  
fight for every place. Well done the Under 9s. 
 
The Under 11 boys had travelled on Sunday to the National Cross Country Finals in 
Worcester. It was a tough afternoon against 64 of the best schools in the country. The squad 
had a difficult day with injuries and illness but showed a great determination throughout to 
finish 33rd. A mere 48 hours later they were on the start line at Kent College. This was an 
opportunity for all of them to ‘get back on the horse’ and put behind them a difficult previous 
race. The resilience, determination and sheer grit shown by the squad was outstanding. 
Again, the result didn’t quite go their way but they can be pleased with their 3rd place finish. 
Credit goes to Sam B, Harry E, Sam L, Daniel A, Marcus K, Hugo DVH (Kent College event) 
and Jack E (National final only).  
 
The final score we now eagerly anticipated was for the boys’ overall trophy which combines 
the team scores from both the under 9 and under 11 categories. We had won the trophy last 
time out and were keen to keep hold of it this year. Unfortunately, it wasn’t to be. We finished 
a very strong 2nd behind winner Sutton Valence. A superb effort and one which we are all 
very proud of. 
 
A huge well done to all who took part and the parents who supported in the terrible 
conditions.       Mr Reay and Mr Lloyd 
 

Schools should have 'no idling zones', Public Health England chief says 

 GETTY IMAGES  

Public health chiefs have proposed a ban on cars idling outside school gates in a bid 
to cut air pollution.  

The measure is among a series of UK-wide recommendations put forward by Public 
Health England. PHE medical director Paul Cosford told the BBC: "We should stop idling 
outside schools and we should make sure that children can walk or cycle to school." 

 

PLEASE 
SWITCH OFF 
YOUR 
ENGINES! 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-outdoor-air-quality-and-health-review-of-interventions


The report said local authorities could implement no-idling zones in areas with vulnerable 
hotspots such as schools, hospitals and care homes. It also recommends a wider uptake of 
low emission or clean air zones to discourage the most highly polluting vehicles from 
entering populated areas. 
 
It describes air pollution as the biggest environmental threat to health in the UK and says 
there is strong evidence that air pollution causes the development of coronary heart disease, 
stroke, respiratory disease and lung cancer, and exacerbates asthma. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Liam, Charlie and Henry grab a pizza of the Harlequins action! 
On Wednesday 13th March Liam, Henry and Charlie attended a Harlequins training session 
at Warlingham Rugby Club. 
 

 

Digital Parenting is a free online safety guide, 
created by The Vodafone Foundation and 
Parent Zone. It is packed with important 
safety information and expert advice on 
issues such as healthy screen time and 
sleep, with content relating from Key Stage 1  

to Key Stage 4.  A copy of the latest Digital Parenting booklet has been given to your 
child (Years 1-8) to take home this week and we plan to have additional copies available 
from the school office. For more information or to browse the archive of past issues, 
please visit https://www.vodafone.co.uk/mobile/digital-parenting/ 
 

https://www.vodafone.co.uk/mobile/digital-parenting/


A club member won a competition which was for the U11’s to have a youth club training 
session. 
 

  
 
All the boys had a brilliant time and got to meet Harlequins and England Captain Chris 
Robshaw with his teammates and train with them too. The players were all very hands on 
and got stuck in encouraging the boys. 
 
Selfies and shirt signings galore after the session followed by pizza. 
 

 

‘Come in, relax, sit down,’ sang the old woman, almost too happily.  She brewed me a mug 
of hot steaming chocolate; I could smell the delicious waft of a tray of warm chocolate chip 
cookies from the kitchen, which seemed miles away!  It was like heaven on earth in that 
small crooked cottage, with the thatched roof.  The oil lamp beside me was flickering with 
warmth, as I took a slurp of my hot chocolate and nibbled at my cookie.  I could see it was 
growing dark outside the lead-lined stained-glass windows. I would have to go soon if I were 
ever going to make it back to Ma’s house. Thick snow fell heavily and was laying my bike in 
a fluffy blanket of white. 
 
A few hours ago, I had been happily racing my way through the jumps course on my bike, 
which I always enjoy when I come back from dad’s house. Then, out of the blue, it started 
snowing! I started heading off, but it was too treacherous to ride through the thick coverage 
of dazzling white snow. I was forced to push it through drifts and slush when I saw the 
unusual crooked cottage. It was weird; I had never seen it before, but that did not stop me 
from knocking on the door. 



A sweet old lady answered; she told I looked a right mess! With curly grey hair, a faded pink 
dress and steel-rimmed spectacles (which made her eyes look funny) I managed to 
suppress a giggle! Then she spoke: 
‘Come in! Relax! Sit down!’ 
 
With a final gulp of my hot chocolate, I told the old woman I had better be going. Devouring 
my cookie, I put on my winter coat and hat. Kindly, she gave me a bag of the few remaining 
cookies, saying she wouldn’t have any use for them. As I opened the door, a gust of cold 
wind stunned my cheeks. I grabbed my bike and started to trudge home through quiet 
moonlight.  
 
About a minute later, I turned back to view the cottage. It wasn’t there! I must have walked 
further away than I thought!  But when I checked on my last trip to Ma’s, it wasn’t there 
either!  
 
Weird or what?         Harry T 
 
 

CATAPULTING MICE BY MAX A 
 
The cellar was cold and damp, with a dark and musty atmosphere. Puddles of an unknown 
fluid covered the entire concrete floor. It was an evil place that housed two unwelcome 
residents. Little white mice! They weren’t your average field or door mice, oh no! These mice 
were very different. One as fat as a butternut squash, named Gloucester. Not a smart mouse 
at all. The other a wise, thin inventor who always had a plan, this one was named Cheddar. 
While an odd partnership, it worked, just like Laurel and Hardy or ying and yang. They were 
inseparable.  
 

  
 
They were about to embark on an Olympic sized task at least for two small mice. The door 
slammed shut, shaking the thin neglected walls to leave the room in darkness. The 
intelligent mouse, Cheddar, decided to clamber up the damp wooden hand rail, balancing 
like a tight rope walker. He hopped up ever increasing levels of platforms to reach the string 
light pull cord. He jumped up and down on the cord, with his pencil like body, to illuminate 
the room. Now the real challenge would begin! 
 
Rumble! Rumble! Growled Gloucester’s stomach. Knowing Gloucester needed food, 
Cheddar decided to hatch a new plan. This marvelous, miraculous mind blowing idea 
exceeded anything he had ever thought of before. He had thought of a way to escape the 
cellar. They would build a catapult, made from abandoned objects throughout the cellar. 
Cheddar scurried all over the cold damp cellar collecting parts for the catapult. Poor 
Gloucester had no idea at all what was going on and was concerned for his friend’s mental 
state. An out of breath Cheddar explained the plan to carry out ‘The Great Escape’. The two 
began the massive build. 



 
This great masterpiece was well underway in the fading light of the bulb. As they constructed 
the main catapult frame, their squeaks of laughter echoed around the room. Cotton buds and 
sewing reels were appointed to the build and it neared completion. Little droplets of sweat 
ran down their little mice faces like tiresome rain. The now completed contraption was ready 
for operation. 
 
Without a seconds thought Gloucester clambered into the spoon handle that was the 
catapult and positioned himself comfortably. Cheddar wound the rubber band as far as he 
could. Pulling back the wooden lollipop gear stick, the catapult beam was now in the ready 
position for firing. 
 
“FIRE!” Squeaked Cheddar, the plump terrified mouse flew through the air and landed at the 
open gap between the top of the door and the door frame. He squeezed his little bottom 
through the gap to pop out on the other side. He slid down the wood work and heaved 
himself on to the rusted door knob and slowly heaved the door ajar. Cheddar scuttled 
through and Gloucester clambered down to safety. They were free. 
“Now,” squeaked Gloucester “where’s the cheese…...?”  
 
 

 
Arnold was rubbish at everything but he had one dream, to be famous.  
 
One afternoon, as the sun was making its way to bed, Arnold was enjoying the fresh air and 
burying his feet in the soft glistening golden sand when all of a sudden he spotted a pair of 
bright red sparkly sunglasses hanging on a parasol. He lunged forward to make sure he 
wasn’t dreaming then he rapidly snatched the sunglasses off the parasol, and closely 
examined them but there was some writing on it. It read ‘Arnold Spencer’ “No way” he yelled, 
his voice echoed across the beach like a bats squeal in a cave. Arnold put them on and 
started dancing and prancing around the beach then he picked up a beautiful shell and 
hurled it into the distance. To Arnold’s amazement the stone did not fall, it kept on flying way 
into the distance and dipped with a soft plop in the water just below the horizon. Arnold took 
off the sunglasses and stared at them “They must be magic” he shrieked “They must be 
magic” 
 
The next day Arnold woke up early and rolled out of bed. This was Arnold’s least favourite 
day of the year: sports day. However, today he put on his magical sunglasses and sprinted 
to school. As he arrived all his classmates cheered and whooped at his brand new 
sunglasses and then started to all blabber on about sports day. The first event of the day 
was ball throw and Arnold threw the ball so far it went past the tape measure that was lying 
on the ground and plunged into a tree in the distance. In 100m he sped across the line in 
less than 6 seconds and in high jump he leaped so high and ended up dangling from a tree 
by his shorts. Finally, the ceremony had begun. The head teacher made her speech and 
announced that the winner of each race was Arnold. “Really “she said. “Arnold Spencer” she 
mumbled. She hesitantly announced that Arnold was also the ‘victor ludurum’ Arnold went 
home with fifty-six medals dangling from his neck pulling him to the ground. He quickly ran 

THE MAGICAL 
SUNGLASSES 
BY MICHAEL K 
 



up to his room and hung them all up. The next day was end of year assembly and to put a 
long story short, he got every single medal and trophy there was.     
 
As he tumbled out of bed, the press from the local newspaper were in his bedroom taking 
pictures, as he slept the headlines grew bigger and bigger:  local boy wins everything! He 
can’t stop winning! He is too good to be true.  
When Arnold looked beside him, the sunglasses were gone! “I’m useless without my 
sunglasses!” he exclaimed loudly.  As if defeated he picked up a stone and hurled it out of 
the window but this time it went even further than yesterday! 
 
The skill was always there. But you just need the courage to achieve what is inside. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Notice Board 
 

 
Mums & Daughters (Aged 12-14) – Help Needed! 
 
A past pupil, Ellen Wilson, is currently writing her dissertation and needs to interview some 
Mothers and Daughters (aged 12-14) about Disney princesses.  The interview will take place 
on the first weekend of April at Ellen’s house in Limpsfield Chart and take an hour or two 
maximum.  If you are free and willing to help Ellen, please email her at 
ellenmariewilson1@gmail.com  
 
Thank you 

 
 

mailto:ellenmariewilson1@gmail.com


 

 



 



 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 


